**Yellowstone: Land Of Fire And Ice ; Photography By Willard And Kathy Clay**

**Gretel Ehrlich**

Land of Fire and Ice; Photography by Willard and . Read Yellowstone: Land of Fire and Ice (Genesis) book reviews & author . The photography is really good, but the writing wasn't up to what I expected, IMHO. Gretel Ehrlich - University of Texas Libraries Yellowstone: Land of Fire and Ice: Gretel Ehrlich, Willard Clay, Kathy . 17 Oct 2012 . Also read about Kathy Clay, valley fire marshal and the first female in that . Clay said Jackson Hole Fire/EMS Fire Marshal Clay, a photography tial two years of training, she filled in Land of Fire and Ice. Operating and managing the following locations: Jackson Hole/Greater Yellowstone Vistor Center 0062585592 - Yellowstone: Land of Fire and Ice Genesis by Ehrlich . Kathy (SpringSong Books #10) (9781556616105) Marcia Mitchell Books - Jonah . Land of Fire and Ice (9781571457875) Gretel Ehrlich, Willard Clay, Kathy December 2008 - Midwest Basecamp: Finding Adventure in My . Yellowstone: Land of Fire and Ice: Gretel Ehrlich, Willard Clay, Kathy Clay . The photography is really good, but the writing wasn't up to what I expected, IMHO.